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ABSTRACT

Connected Autonomous vehicles (CAVs) are expected to improve the safety and efficiency of traffic
by automating driving tasks. Amongst those, lane changing is particularly challenging, as it requires
the vehicle to be aware of its highly-dynamic surrounding environment, make decisions, and enact
them within very short time windows. As CAVs need to optimise their actions based on a large set of
data collected from the environment, Reinforcement Learning (RL) has been widely used to develop
CAV motion controllers. These controllers learn to make efficient and safe lane changing decisions
using on-board sensors and inter-vehicle communication.
This paper, first presents four overlapping fields that are key to the future of safe self-driving cars:
CAVs, motion control, RL, and safe control. It then defines the requirements for a safe CAV controller.
These are used firstly to compare applications of Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL)
to CAV lane change controllers. The requirements are then used to evaluate state-of-the-art safety
methods used for RL-based motion controllers. The final section summarises research gaps and
possible opportunities for the future development of safe MARL-based CAV motion controllers. In
particular, it highlights the requirement to design MARL controllers with continuous control for lane
changing. Moreover, as RL algorithms by themselves do not guarantee the level of safety required
for such safety-critical applications, it offers insights and challenges to integrate safe RL methods
with MARL-based CAV motion controllers.

Keywords Connected and autonomous vehicle (CAV) · Artificial intelligence (AI) ·Multi-agent reinforcement learning
(MARL) · Safe control · Safe reinforcement learning · Intelligent transportation system (ITS) · Lane change · Lateral
control

1 Introduction

Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) are one of the major components of a rapidly developing Intelligent Transportation System
(ITS). Recent developments are enabling AVs with various capabilities from driving assistance systems to automating
some of the driving tasks. Based on these capabilities, the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) classifies the AVs
into six levels, in J3016 standards [1]. These levels vary from no driving automation (Level 0) to full driving automation
(Level 5) as illustrated in Figure 1.

Currently, in the commercial market, the Tesla Model S has achieved an autonomy level of 2.5 and the Audi A-8 has
achieved level 3 in the SAE classification by automating major driving tasks [2]. Companies like Waymo, Cruise,
FiveAI, and Oxobatica are focused on building AVs with level 3+ autonomy. Achieving full autonomy (level 5) is
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a challenging task as AVs need to be capable of performing all driving tasks safely and efficiently in all kinds of
environment.

Figure 1: Levels of Automation in vehicles

Developments in communication technology are expected to complement the development of AV technology, and lead
to the deployment of Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs). CAVs are expected to improve the performance of
driving tasks required to achieve autonomy of level 3 and above [3]. Recent studies indicate that a motion controller
for such CAVs can be designed based on overlapping concepts in the field of motion control, CAVs, Reinforcement
Learning (RL), and safe control [4, 5, 6]. These overlapping fields are visualised in Figure 2 and they also define the
structure of this survey.

Motion control, which is a branch of automation, uses principles of control theory to formulate the movements of
machines [7]. Generally, motion control theories provide definitions of the systems and components involved in
autonomous machines. These definitions can be applied to solve control problems in the context of various fields such
as robotics, manufacturing, autonomous driving, and many more. In addition, control theories can also be applied to
formulate Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [8], which are being used to design CAV motion controllers.

With the help of vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication, CAVs extend the capabilities of AVs [9]. One such ability
is the extended view of the environment. For example, CAVs can build a model of downstream traffic based on the
information collected from other vehicles in the environment [10]. Such model can provide useful information about
the environment beyond the horizon of AV sensors. Another extended ability of CAVs is the ability to interact with
other traffic participants. For example, CAVs can share their intent to enable coordinated motion planning [11]. With
the help of coordination, CAVs can find safe trajectories with minimal negative impact on traffic flow [12]. This makes
CAVs particularly suited to work collaboratively as a MAS to improve safety and efficiency of traffic [13].

Recent developments in RL have proven useful for making fast decisions in dynamic environments with a large set
of parameters [14]. This makes RL an ideal candidate for a CAV to learn efficient manoeuvres in dynamic traffic
based on a large set of data collected from the surrounding environment. Furthermore, a CAV controller must make
intelligent trade-offs between several objectives: safety, but also improving mobility, comfort of travel, fuel efficiency,
and reducing emissions. Such trade-offs can be achieved by appropriately formulating a reward function in the RL
algorithm. Therefore, RL is a promising option, especially Multi-Agent RL (MARL), for designing a CAV motion
controllers as a MAS.

Although MARL can be applied to improve safety of CAVs, it does not provide any guarantees, as agents can enter
unsafe states during training and execution. CAV motion controllers, however, are safety-critical applications, as failing
to comply with safety requirements can have a fatal impact. Therefore, Safe control methods are necessary to impose
safety constraints on autonomous controllers. With the increased application of AI to autonomous control systems,
safe control methods have gained attention in recent times [15]. These methods, however, have been tested only on
simplified AI-based robotic controllers to date.
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Figure 2: Overlapping disciplines presented in the survey

Overall, all four fields discussed above contribute to the development of a safe and efficient motion controller for CAVs.
Generally, motion controllers plan and execute the overall movement of the vehicle, whereas this survey focuses mainly
on one of the tasks of motion controllers, lane changing. Our previous paper surveyed AI-based CAV lane change
controllers [16], but did not discuss the control methods to achieve safety. Conversely, safe control for RL has been
surveyed in Gu et al. [17] and Brunke et al. [15], but the application of these safety methods to CAV controllers was
not analysed. To evaluate the applicability of safety methods to CAV lane changing, Lenka et. al defines a set of
requirements for safety methods [18], but, these requirements are not intended to evaluate state-of-the-art MARL CAV
controllers.

This paper surveys MARL-based CAV motion controllers and safety methods for RL-based controllers, which are
overlapping areas of previously discussed key fields, and analyse the applicability of safety methods to AI-based CAV
controllers. In addition, it identifies future opportunities to develop a safe CAV motion controller. Thus, the main
contributions of this work can be summarised as follows:

• Define the requirements for a CAV motion controller, which can be used to evaluate state-of-the-art CAV
controllers and safety methods.

• Provide insights into the recent developments in the design of MARL-based CAV motion controllers and
compare them to the requirements defined before.

• Review the methods to guarantee the safety of RL-based motion controllers and analyse their applicability to
CAV motion controllers.

• Summarise the challenges and opportunities for designing MARL-based safe CAV motion controllers.

The overlap of the fields discussed above is visualised in Figure 2, which also indicates the organisation of this article.
Section 2 provides background details of CAV motion controllers, which combine the concepts of CAVs and motion
control. In addition, this section also defines the requirements for safe CAV motion controllers. Next, Section 3 surveys
recent applications of MARL motion controllers from the fields of CAVs, motion control, and RL, and evaluates them
by comparing them to the requirements specified in the previous section. Then, Section 4 reviews safety methods
for RL-based motion controllers and analyses the applicability of the safety methods to CAV motion controllers.
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Finally, Section 5 considers all four fields of studies to identify limitations in current CAV controllers and highlight the
opportunities created by those limitations.

2 Background

This section establishes the context of this survey and defines a set of requirements for CAV motion controllers. First, it
provides an overview of the architecture of a CAV, identifying the various modules that contribute to lane changing.
Next, a brief overview of lane changing is provided with a history of the development of lane change models and a
discussion of lane change scenarios. Finally, a set of requirements for CAV motion controllers are presented. These
requirements provide a reference to compare existing motion controllers and safety methods.

2.1 CAV architecture

The motion controller has the responsibility of controlling the lateral and longitudinal movements of the vehicle. The
lateral controller usually makes lane changing decisions and executes the manoeuvres as shown in Figure 3. Lane
Change (LC) decisions can be considered as a high-level decision, whereas the execution of manoeuvres can be
considered as a low-level control process [19]. At the low-level, longitudinal control is used to stay in the current
lane, whereas to change the lane lateral control is used. The longitudinal controller adjusts the speed of the vehicle
by regulating its acceleration based on the surrounding environment. The vehicle’s lateral movement is executed by
adjusting the acceleration and steering angle of the vehicle. Overall, a control flow integrates high-level LC decision
and low-level lateral and longitudinal controls to perform autonomous driving tasks.

Figure 3: CAV motion controller architecture

The motion controller typically interacts with three major CAV components, namely perception, communication, and
vehicular control as shown in Figure 3. The perception module creates a perception of the environment around the
vehicle by combining inputs from various sensors such as LiDAR, RADAR, camera, GPS, IMU, etc. The perception of
the surroundings is used as input to the CAV motion controller to make appropriate decisions. The communication
module provides V2X interfaces to communicate with other components of the ITS, such as other vehicles, Road Side
Units (RSUs), Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) server, cloud server, etc [10]. Using V2X communication, a motion
controller can obtain extended information or services from other traffic participants, which could be useful to perform
efficient and safe movements. The Vehicular control module consists of the physical controls of the vehicle, such as
steering and acceleration. These controls act based on the instructions provided by the CAV motion controllers and
provide feedback of the execution to the controller [2].
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2.2 Lane changing

Among AV driving tasks, changing lanes is one of the most complex and a challenging problem for researchers [20]. It
can have a significant impact on traffic, and CAV lane changing can improve the traffic flow at both microscopic and
macroscopic level. The macroscopic traffic benefits may include increased safety, traffic efficiency, and road capacity
[21], while the microscopic traffic benefits may include increased comfort for travellers with minimal speed variation
and reduced travel delays [22]. This section reviews the history of lane changing and the different scenarios in which
they are undertaken.

2.2.1 History

A Lane Changing (LC) model encodes a rational decision to change lanes based on various parameters that describe the
environment around a vehicle. The first known LC model is the Gipps lane changing model [23]. The Gipps model is
based on maintaining a desired speed and being in the correct lane for an upcoming desired manoeuvre. Later, the Gipps
model was extended to develop a probabilistic rule-based model to improve realism [24, 25]. Rule-based models consist
of a decision process defined in four steps: the decision to consider a lane change, the choice of the target lane, the
search for an acceptable gap, and executing the lane change [25]. Next, Kesting et al. proposed a novel incentive-based
lane changing model, MOBIL (Minimising Overall Braking Induced by Lane change)[26], which additionally considers
the acceleration of the surrounding vehicles to make a lane change decision [25]. One of the recent LC models is
LC2013, which considers lane change intentions and uses a decision-tree algorithm to make LC decisions [27]. These
models have been used as standard lane changing models in popular traffic simulators and as a baseline to validate
recent AI-based motion controllers. A more detailed discussion of recent AI-based motion controllers is presented in
Section 3.

2.2.2 Scenarios

The lane change scenario can be defined based on the motive of a vehicle to perform a lane change. The motive to
change lane can be broadly categorised as discretionary lane change, mandatory lane change, and lane change in
bottleneck sections. The dynamics of vehicle movement and the parameters considered for the lane change decision
making differ for each of these categories of lane change. Therefore, the lane change scenario can be one of the factors
to consider while designing a motion controller.

An optional lane change by a vehicle, for the benefit of its own or other vehicles in traffic, is considered a Discretionary
Lane Change (DLC). DLCs often result in increased speed for the ego vehicles, and they may have various positive
impacts on the traffic at the macroscopic level, such as increasing road capacity, increasing traffic throughput, minimising
traffic jam propagation, etc. DLCs focus primarily on safety and achieving macroscopic objectives like increased
driving comfort, mobility, or throughput [22, 28, 29].

On occasion, a vehicle may be required to change lane to reach a desired destination, such lane changes are classified as
Mandatory Lane Changes (MLCs). Some examples of MLCs include changing lane to enter a highway, exit a highway,
or before reaching an intersection. Since lane changing is mandatory in these cases, the vehicle may need to execute a
riskier lane change, especially in high traffic. An MLC by a vehicle may affect the other vehicles in traffic, therefore,
the ideal MLC controller should be capable of ensuring safety even in risky situations and it should have a minimal
negative impact on the mainstream traffic flow [30, 31, 32].

Similarly, a vehicle needs to change lane when the current lane reaches a dead end or merges into an adjacent lane. Such
lane changes can be categorised as lane changes in bottleneck sections. In bottleneck sections, coordination among
vehicles plays a key role as the vehicles changing lane will interrupt the main traffic flow. A bottleneck may be created
because of construction works, reduced road space, a vehicle broken-down, or accidents. Hence, bottleneck sections
are often not known in advance. Therefore, lane changes in bottleneck sections may need to be handled differently
compared to an MLC. Typically, the motion controller for bottleneck sections aims to achieve a smooth traffic flow with
less congestion, and increase traffic throughput by avoiding stop-go traffic [33, 34].

2.3 Requirements for a CAV motion controller

Achieving a completely autonomous AV (SAE’s level 5) necessitates a number of requirements to be satisfied and
communication can play a key role in achieving them. Additionally, the requirements can be a useful base for comparing
MARL controllers and safety methods. Recently, a set of requirements for a safe CAV controller was proposed by Lenka
et al. for high-level lane change decision making. These requirements include support for multi-agent interactions,
mixed traffic scenario, discrete action space, prior knowledge of unsafe states, and backup policies [18]. Similarly,
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the low-level controller of CAVs has some significant requirements in terms of environment, control parameters,
deployment, and safety.

(a) Discrete lane change decision

(b) Continuous lane change manoeuvre

Figure 4: Types of lateral control

In terms of the Environment in which a CAV has to drive, three main requirements can be observed. Firstly, CAVs
should be capable of executing safe manoeuvres in a mixed traffic environment, as CAVs will be introduced alongside
human drivers and other vehicles with various levels of autonomy and connectivity. This increases the variability of the
situations to be tackled and the complexity of the driving tasks. For example, a CAV may get extended information of
the environment when it is surrounded by CAVs with similar communication capability, whereas when it is surrounded
by non-communicating vehicles it may have a view of the environment limited to the range of its sensors only. Thus, a
CAV controller needs to be designed to handle such complications in mixed traffic environment. Next, a controller
should be able to coordinate with other vehicles in a multi-agent environment. A MAS would provide an abstraction of
the environment around CAVs to make well-informed control decisions [35]. Moreover, CAV traffic dynamics can
be modelled explicitly in multi-agent environments to support control decisions [36]. Similarly, a carefully designed
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multi-agent environment of CAVs can enable cooperative driving to achieve macroscopic goals such as improved
mobility and stability [32]. For example, CAVs can share their intended trajectories with other vehicles and negotiate
the future course of actions to avoid possible conflicts in their path. Therefore, a CAV motion controller should be
considered as an agent in a MAS. Finally, a CAV should perform safe lane change manoeuvres in all driving scenarios
that a vehicle may face while driving, such as discretionary lane change, mandatory lane change, and lane changes in
bottlenecks. Traffic dynamics can be different in each of these scenarios, as explained in subsection 2.2.2. To achieve
full autonomy CAVs must learn the dynamics of such scenarios and execute lane change manoeuvres using appropriate
control parameters.

The high-level Control parameters of a CAV, such as LC decision, should be a discrete variable, as this decision is
to either stay in the lane or change to left or right lane as shown in Figure 4a. At the low-level, controllers adjust
steering angle (δ) and acceleration (a) to perform manoeuvres. For longitudinal manoeuvres, only acceleration must be
controlled, whereas for lateral manoeuvres both steering and acceleration must be controlled. An example trajectory of
a continuous lateral manoeuvre with multiple way points is shown in Figure 4b. To follow this trajectory, various values
from a continuous domain are considered for acceleration and steering angle.

A CAV controller Deployment should be scalable as the number of CAVs on the road increases. The controller can be
implemented using either a centralised or decentralised architecture. In a centralised architecture, the motion controller
can be placed in an road side unit, an edge server, or a cloud server which can be a centralised controller. A centralised
controller can integrate information from traffic participants and use it for trajectory planning and lane changing
decisions [37, 31]. Conversely, a decentralised architecture can be implemented by placing the motion controller in
individual CAVs. A decentralised controller can communicate through a direct V2V communication interface or through
the network infrastructure to collect information from other AVs for trajectory planning and lane change decisions
[13]. Although the centralised deployment can support cooperative driving behaviour [31], decentralised deployment
is preferred to achieve scalability [20]. Therefore, minimum dependency on the centralised services is suitable for
developing scalable motion controller.

A CAV controller must ensure Safety while training and in deployment. A MARL-based controller would have to be
trained initially in a controlled environment before being deployed. In the training phase CAVs need to drive safely
without any collisions, as an accident may damage costly equipments in the vehicle. Furthermore, when a controller is
deployed in traffic, accidents can be catastrophic and even cause death. Therefore, a controller needs to avoid any kind
of collisions to ensure safety. To quantify safety, Brunke et al. defines three levels of safety [15]. A no safety level
(Level 0) can be used to indicate minimal safety. The first level (Level I) only encourages safety as an objective, the
second level (Level II) defines safety based on a threshold probability, and the third level (Level III) ensures safety
based on hard constraints. So, to ensure safety, a CAV motion controller must comply with Level III safety.

Table 1 summarises the necessary requirements for a level 5 AV to drive safely in the near future.

Table 1: Requirements for a level 5 AV controller

Environment Mixed traffic Capable of operating in mixed traffic

Multi-agent Capable of coordinating manoeuvres with other vehicles

Driving scenarios Capable of driving in all the lane change scenarios

Control parameters LC Decision Discrete decisions

Longitudinal Continuous acceleration control

Lateral Continuous steering angle and acceleration control

Deployment Support decentralised deployment with minimal dependency on centralised services

Safety Zero collisions while training and in deployment

Overall, the above-mentioned requirements make a number of assumptions to avoid the limitations imposed by sensors,
the V2X network, and hardware. Firstly, the controller is assumed to receive reliable readings from the sensors, and the
surrounding view of the environment constructed based on these readings is accurate. Also, possible faults in sensor
readings due to weather conditions are not taken into account. The second assumption is that each CAV is capable of
communicating with its surroundings using a dependable V2X connection. The physical limitations of V2X networks,
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such as unexpected disconnections, network interference, and packet drops are not considered. Finally, the underlying
hardware is expected to accurately execute control commands in real-time. In addition, the limitations of hardware
resources, such as CPU and memory, are not considered in this survey.

3 MARL for CAV lane changing

Recent developments in ITS are adopting AI for various tasks such as, traffic predictions, traffic signal control,
navigation, and AV control to improve transportation systems [38]. For AV control development, AI has been a popular
option to solve some of the most complex problems such as localisation, mapping, perception, route planning, motion
control [39]. Specifically for CAV motion controllers that are capable of performing advanced driving tasks such as lane
changing, MARL is a popular choice [16]. This section first introduces a generic MARL controller. Next, it provides
insights into the recent developments in the design of MARL motion controllers used for CAV lane changing. Finally,
the limitations of theses controllers are discussed.

3.1 MARL controllers

Figure 5: Typical MARL system

A typical decentralised MARL system consists of independent RL agents that interact within the same environment
as shown in Figure 5. Such a MAS can be designed by extending Markov Decision Process (MDP), also known as
stochastic game [40]. A stochastic game can be formulated by the tuple {N ,S,A,P,R, γ}, where

• N is number of agents,

• S is the state space. Each state consists of local states of each agent. Therefore, if the state space of agent
i ∈ [1,N ] is Si, then the overall state space S = S1 × S2 × ...× SN ,

• A is the joint action space consisting of local action space Ai of an agent i ∈ [1,N ]. Therefore, A =
A1 ×A2 × ...×AN ,

• P : S × A × S → [0, 1] is the state transition function that provides the likelihood of changing the overall
state of the MAS based on a specific joint action from A,
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• R : S ×A× S → R is a common reward function for all agents. The common reward function can be useful
in achieving cooperative goals. The reward depends on the previous state, joint actions, and the current state
of the system. The reward function formulation plays an important role in defining the outcome of a MARL
system,

• γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor.

The agent i in a MARL system observes the state St of the system at the time step t and makes a decision to perform
action At

i that maximises the reward. Similarly, all the agents define their actions to perform a joint action At to move
the system to the next state St+1, and each agent immediately receives a common reward Rt, evaluated by the reward
functionR. The goal of a MARL system is to learn a joint optimal policy π∗ : S → A to maximise the reward from
the system.

One of the simplest policies can be choosing the action that maximises the state value function (Q-function) of each
agent i at step t. The value of Q-function for an agent i provides an estimate of the future reward that can be achieved
by choosing an action At

i, after observing a state St
i at step t. This value can be updated at every step to maximise the

overall reward from the MARL system. The updates are evaluated based on learning rate α, the common reward Rt,
and the expected reward Φ

π
after choosing next actions based on a joint policy π as formulated in the below equation

[40],

Q(St
i , A

t
i)← (1− α)Q(St

i , A
t
i) + α (Rt + γΦ

π
(St

i+1))

The MARL is a useful framework to develop CAV controllers. In the simplified MARL setting explained above, the
agents are assumed to observe the state and the actions of other agents in the system. In case of CAVs, this can be
achieved by using communication channels (V2X) to collect the required state information from the environment [41].
For example, the state information, such as position and velocity can be collected from neighbouring vehicles via V2V
communication channels [42]. Although previously presented MARL framework assumes common reward function
for all agents, CAVs may have different goals. Hence, each vehicle may need to define its own reward function to
achieve cooperative or competitive behaviour in the system. To accommodate such requirements, the MARL can be
designed with different reward functions for each agents or a group of agents [41]. However, this may lead each agent
to develop an individual policy which may not achieve the overall traffic goal. To make autonomous driving decisions,
CAV controllers can be designed using various formulations of MARL to suit their specific requirements.

3.2 Existing MARL controllers for CAV lane changing

While there have been many applications of MARL for CAV motion controllers, very few of them have addressed lateral
movement. These lateral controllers demonstrated the advantages of MARL such as reduced congestion and enhanced
safety, driving comfort and fuel efficiency. For example, Ha et al. leveraged topological information from CAVs to
mitigate congestion [33]. By aggregating the state information from CAVs, a MARL algorithm developed by Chen et al.
prescribed efficient lane changes to improve safety and mobility CAVs [31]. Another algorithm introduced by Zhou et
al. aggregates the MARL parameters to achieve fuel efficiency along with improved safety and driving comfort [20]. To
review such LC controllers in detail, they can be broadly categorised based on the type of RL algorithm used: Deep-Q
Networks (DQNs) or Actor-Critic Networks (ACNs).

3.2.1 Deep Q-Networks

The Q-function, formulated using deep neural networks is known as Deep Q-Networks (DQN). DQNs can be applied to
map a high-dimensional input space to a discrete action space, based on a policy π [43]. This makes them suitable for
making high-level lane change decisions, which can be discrete, like change lane to the left, to the right, or stay in the
same lane. These decisions may depend on a variety of inputs recorded from local sensors and surrounding vehicles
[44]. Furthermore, DQNs can be applied to achieve multiple lane changing objectives by using a reward function that
accounts for safety, mobility, and comfort [22].

While DQNs are a promising approach for lane change decision making, some challenges still need to be addressed.
One of the challenges is that DQNs require inputs of fixed size, but the dynamic state space of the CAVs, leads to
inputs of variable size [22]. This challenge can be addressed by encoding the dynamic state space with variable
length to a set of parameters with a fixed length. For example, Dong et al. used three neural networks to encode each
component of a dynamic state space, which contains the state of a CAV, the states of the surrounding vehicles, and
the states of the downstream vehicles [22]. This LC controller, however, does not take advantage of the possibility of
collaboration among CAVs. To enable collaboration between CAVs, Graph Convolution Networks (GCNs) can be used
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to include topological information about traffic to make collaborative lane change decisions. A GCN is implemented in
a centralised unit to encode dynamic input data and topological information to a set of fixed length parameters, which
are used as input to a DQN [31]. Conversely, Yu et al. used a decentralised approach to encode the dynamic traffic
topology as a Dynamic Coordination Graph (DCG) to achieve collaborative lane change decisions [29].

In summary, DQN-based CAV controllers is a promising option for lane change decision making in CAVs. The
implementations of DQNs for CAV lane changing address the limitation of fixed length input and achieve coordination
among CAVs using innovative methods. However, these DQN implementations consider only single-step lane changing
and do not model continuous controls such as acceleration or speed.

3.2.2 Actor-Critic Network

The Actor-Critic Network (ACN) is an extension of DQNs which implements the Actor-Critic (AC) algorithm [14].
The AC is a type of RL algorithm that consists of policy (Actor) and value (Critic) functions [45]. Policy functions use
optimisation methods such as the Deterministic Policy Gradient (DPG) or the Deep DPG (DDPG) to estimate a policy
in the continuous action space. Optimisation methods, however, suffer from high variance to estimate the gradient, as a
result learning can be slow [45]. On the other hand, value functions use Temporal Difference (TD) learning to reduce
variance in the expected return. Hence, the AC algorithm, which combines optimisation method and TD learning, can
quickly converge to learn a policy for a continuous action space. Overall, ACNs can provide the combined advantages
of AC algorithms and DQNs to design a CAV controller that can handle a large state space and a continuous action
space.

Existing ACN implementations aim to achieve a balance between the scalability of the controller and cooperation among
CAVs based on the requirements of the lane change scenario. Since ACNs allow learning a policy in a continuous
action space, they can be used to adjust the continuous variables of CAV control, such as acceleration or speed, to
enable cooperation between CAVs by creating the necessary gaps to allow safe lane changes. Cooperation among CAVs
can be enabled by using a centralised LC controller, but this compromises scalability. Conversely, a decentralised LC
controller could improve scalability, but a cooperation mechanism has to be implemented explicitly.

For example, an LC controller can implement cooperation among CAVs by using a centralised ACN-based controller to
adjust the speed of CAVs in a congested highway bottleneck [33]. Cooperation among CAVs would be necessary in a
congested bottleneck scenario as vehicles need to create gaps that allow safe merging of vehicles into the main stream.
Cooperation can also be induced among CAVs using a decentralised motion controller. For example, a decentralised
LC controller can be used for lane merging in a work zone section. Such a controller can be developed using ACN to
adjust the acceleration of the CAV to allow cooperative lane changes in a work zone section [34]. Overall, for CAV lane
changes in a work zone section or a bottleneck section, both centralised and decentralised architecture can be used to
implement cooperation among CAVs with an ACN-based controller.

For lane changes on a highway or in a weaving section of the highway, a decentralised approach would enable an
independent strategy for each vehicle [32]. An example of a decentralised controller for lane changes in a weaving
section of a highway is the multi-agent DRL controller proposed by Hou et al., which used ACN to make lane change
decisions and speed adjustments to allow cooperation among vehicles [32]. This decentralised controller relies on
global state information to make its decisions. As global state information may need to be obtained from an external
centralised system, it could compromise the scalability of the controller. On the other hand, a shared ACN can also be
used to implement cooperative lane change among CAVs, without compromising scalability. Zhou et al. proposed a
cooperative and decentralised LC controller [20]. This controller uses a shared ACN to make lane change decisions and
control vehicle speed. Furthermore, the controller achieves cooperation and improved performance compared to the
individual ACN implementation. Overall, ACN-based LC controllers that are designed mainly for MLC and DLC in
highway traffic can provide scalable cooperation.

While ACN-based LC controllers provide advantages compared to DQN-based LC controllers, they suffer from some
limitations. They assume that lane change is executed in a single step and consider the LC controllers as a single
concrete module. To overcome these limitations, a modular lane change approach can be used [46]. In the modular
lane change approach, the LC controller can be a combination of different methods to achieve the best overall results.
Such sub-modules can have their own way of handling a specific task such as lane change decision making, trajectory
planning or predicting the probable trajectory of other vehicles, which might add additional benefits to improve the
performance of the motion controller. For example, Liao et al. proposed an online model to predict the possibility of
lane changes by surrounding vehicles. This model is a combination of two sub-modules [47]. The first sub-module
uses a Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) network, and the second sub-module uses Inverse Reinforcement Learning
(IRL) to predict the trajectory of the vehicle. The predictions generated from this module can be used to improve the
performance of the LC controller . In general, the modular approach seems to be a promising trend for RL-based LC
controllers as it opens up new dimensions to improve their efficiency.
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3.3 Limitations

Although MARL controllers have specific advantages, they suffer from some limitations to match the requirements of
CAV controller presented in Table 1. Some of these limitations can be observed from Table 2, which lists the properties
of the MARL applications discussed. These limitations reveal several challenges that need to be addressed.

Table 2: MARL applications of CAV motion controller for lane changing

RL Method Reference Environment Control parameters Deployment Safety
Mixed
traffic

Driving scenar-
ios Longitudinal Lateral

DQN [29] No Discretionary NA Discrete Decentralised Level I
[22] Yes Discretionary NA Discrete Decentralised Level I
[31] Yes Mandatory NA Discrete Centralised Level I

ACN [33] Yes Bottleneck Continuous Discrete Centralised Level I
[34] No Bottleneck Continuous Discrete Decentralised Level I
[20] Yes Discretionary Discrete Discrete Decentralised Level I
[32] No Mandatory Continuous Discrete Decentralised Level 0
[47] Yes Mandatory NA Discrete Decentralised Level I

The requirements of the Environment, in which a level 5 AV drives, are partially satisfied with some open ended
challenges. The discussed multi-agent controllers fulfil the requirement of operating in MAS. In contrast, other
requirements of CAV motion controller on operating in a mixed traffic and various driving scenarios are not completely
satisfied. Firstly, most MARL motion controllers have considered operation in Mixed traffic, though some have left
it for future work [32]. The mixed traffic scenario was simulated using the baseline car-following and lane changing
models (MOBIL, LC2013) for HDVs in most cases. However, using the same standard driving model for HDVs may
not reflect realistic mixed traffic. It is important to design a realistic mixed traffic scenario for simulation that can
accurately predict the effect of CAV driving on traffic [48]. Therefore, uncertainties must be considered in HDV models
to create a realistic simulation environment with mixed traffic. Secondly, most of these controllers are designed for a
specific Driving scenario. While some controllers consider a generic approach, their evaluation considers only a single
or simplified traffic scenario. In a real-world situation, a CAV may need to perform lane changes in different scenarios
in a single journey. Therefore, a practical LC module needs to consider all possible scenarios of lane change in its
design.

Next, the Control parameter requirements are also satisfied partially. Both longitudinal and lateral controls must be
considered as continuous controls. While some of the CAV controllers considered continuous longitudinal controls,
lateral controls are considered discrete. Designing a controller with continuous lateral control is more complex compared
to discrete lateral control, as such a design requires vehicle movements models, such as kinematic bicycle model [49].
Moreover, to plan vehicle movements on curved roads, mathematical tools such as Frenet frames are necessary [50].
Continuous lateral control has recently been implemented to improve the performance of overtaking in single-agent
controllers [51], but its advantages are yet to be realised in multi-agent controllers.

Among the controllers Deployments, the decentralised architecture is a popular choice. This could be due to the
high-cost and time required to deploy the ITS infrastructure necessary to support centralised controllers [31]. Such
ITS infrastructure may include edge servers, roadside units, centralised servers, and other vehicular communication
infrastructure. Conversely, a decentralised architecture does not require external infrastructure, though establishing
reliable coordination is necessary. Furthermore, achieving coordination among CAVs while driving is a challenging
task [13].

Finally, significant improvements may be required to meet Safety requirements. A fully autonomous vehicle needs to
be robust and avoid collisions in any situation, i.e., it should comply to level III safety. Existing MARL controllers
incorporate safe behaviour only as part of the reward function, which encourages a controller to make safe decisions but
does not provide any safety guarantee, thereby only achieving level I safety. Furthermore, the safety of some controllers
is only demonstrated on simple driving scenarios. Overall, safe control is still an active research area [17]. Therefore, it
is necessary to review recent developments of safety methods for RL controllers and analyse their applicability to CAV
motion controllers.
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4 Safety for RL-based motion controllers

Although RL-based motion controllers exhibit good performance, they may opt for unsafe actions. This black-box
property of RL algorithms limits their applicability to safety critical applications from traffic management to robotic
control to autonomous driving [52]. In particular, an AV changing lanes is vulnerable to collisions and therefore it must
act safely to avoid serious damage to itself and human lives. Safe actions can be defined as actions that avoid bad or
unsafe states, i.e., states violating safety constraints [53]. For example, a vehicle should be restricted from going off
the road to ensure safety. The safety constraints can be formulated to identify that the area off the road is unsafe. By
integrating the safety constraints in the MARL formulation, an agent can explore the states while cautiously accounting
for incomplete knowledge, thus ensuring safety [15]. Recent advances in safe RL have focused on integrating safety
constraints into MARL in various ways, which can be broadly classified as shielding, RL customisation, and stability
supervisors [17].

4.1 Shielding

To ensure the safety of MARL controllers, an extra layer of software can be added to enforce safety constraint
satisfaction. Such a layer can be considered as a safety shield, and methods implementing such shield can be categorised
as shielding safety methods. Shielding methods can ensure safety by pre-shielding or post-shielding as shown in
Figure 6.

(a) Pre-shielding (b) Post-shielding

Figure 6: Safety by shielding

4.1.1 Pre-shielding

The pre-shielding methods restrict an agent from choosing actions that lead to such unsafe states [54]. Based on the
observed state, safety constraints filter the action space to contain only safe actions (see Figure 6a). Hence, an RL agent
has to optimise the reward by exploring only the states that are considered as safe. Some of the recent AV controllers
that uses pre-shielding are presented below.

Shielding can mask unsafe actions to ensure that a controller remains in safe states. Unsafe actions can be identified as
actions that may lead to collisions. Possible collision of the controllers in the environment can be predicted based on
the possible overlapping occupancy on a fixed time horizon [54]. Krasowski et al. applied such a set-based prediction
to mask unsafe actions for an AV controller and have shown that collisions can be avoided while changing lanes. Their
safety evaluation of an action is, however, still based on predictions, therefore only providing safety level II. Moreover,
this approach may be difficult to scale for an increased number of controllers in an environment, as it involves estimating
the possible trajectories of all other controllers. Finally, this method has been demonstrated for high-level lane change
decisions with discrete actions, whereas implementing a similar safety shield for continuous control can be challenging.

Another way to identify unsafe states can be by evaluating the risk of transitioning to a state [55]. Li et al. propose
one such method by identifying three risk levels as {Dangerous(2), Attentive(1), Safe(0)}, for an AV lane change
controller. The risk level is evaluated using a probabilistic model, and therefore the safety constraints are satisfied only
with some threshold probability, hence ensuring level II safety only. Moreover, this method only considers a simplified
traffic environment and simple safety constraints with continuous motion control.
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4.1.2 Post-shielding

The post-shielding methods usually re-evaluate or override the actions identified by RL algorithms based on observed
state to ensure that a controller remains in a safe state. Safety constraints therefore act as a filter to avoid unsafe actions
(see Figure 6b). For this reason, post-shielding methods can provide level III safety.

One of the simplest ways to implement a post-shielding safety layer for RL controllers is demonstrated by Dalal et
al. This safety layer maps the output of the controller (actions) to the safe states space [56]. This method allows
implementing the safety constraints as simple addition, along with policy gradient methods such as Deep Deterministic
Policy Gradient (DDPG) to map a state to a safe state. Therefore, an RL controller is restricted from leaving safe states
throughout the optimisation process. While this safety layer ensures level III safety for continuous control with an easy
implementation and low computation costs, this method has been demonstrated only in single-agent systems.

The extension of Dalal et al. to MAS was demonstrated by Sheebaelhamd et al. [57]. This extended safety method
relaxes some of the conservative assumptions in Dalal et al. to improve the agents’ performance. Although this method
allows decentralised agents, the safety layer was implemented as a central unit, which maps the states of all the agents
to the safe states space at each iteration of the policy. The method provides promising results by achieving level III
safety in physics-based MoJuCo simulations.

A safety layer for an RL controller can also be implemented using Control Barrier Functions (CBFs). Wang et al.
provide an implementation of CBFs in learning-based motion planners [58]. This safety layer corrects the action of the
controller to ensure safety constraint satisfaction. The CBF is used in this method to formulate safety constraints based
on longitudinal and lateral movements, speed limits, and control limits. Moreover, the safety layer provides feedback to
the controller in the form of a safety reward, which in turn encourages the controller to take safer actions. Results show
zero collisions for simulated driving in prerecorded traffic on German highways (the HighD test dataset). The approach
was, however, only evaluated on small segments of straight road, and for a single agent.

CBFs have also been applied to a MARL controller to ensure safety in a multi-agent environment. Cai et al. implement
CBFs for free-moving decentralised controllers in a bounded space [59]. This implementation consists of both
cooperative and non-cooperative CBFs. The cooperative CBFs account for avoiding collisions among agents, whereas
the non-cooperative CBFs are used to avoid collisions with obstacles. The notion of non-cooperative CBFs may also be
useful to implement safe CAV controllers in mixed-traffic. The evaluation of this method shows promising results with
zero collisions, but it only includes a simplified environment. Moreover, this method considers interaction with only
two agents, and would therefore need to be significantly extended to be applied to CAV controllers in mixed traffic [18].

4.2 RL Customisation

Generally, an RL algorithm consists of various formulations of an MDP, a value function, a policy gradient, and a
reward function. It is possible to customise these formulations by integrating safety constraints. These customisations
may improve the safety of the controller, but they do not provide any safety guarantees [15]. Safety constraints can be
integrated into RL in many ways including constrained RL, distributional RL, and reachability methods.

4.2.1 Constrained RL

One way of constraining an RL algorithm is using the constrained MDP (CMDP), which is an extension of MDP with
predefined constraints [60]. Using CMDP, Chow et al. introduced a Lyapunov-based safe policy optimisation, which
can guarantee near-constraint satisfaction, while allowing scope for performance improvements [61]. This method
defines a linearised Lyapunov constraint for states that are included for policy update. The method effectively balances
performance and constraint satisfaction in MoJuCo simulation tasks with continuous controls.

Another way to customise an RL algorithm can be to divide a policy into a learnable component and hard constraints
that are included in the policy but outside of the learning framework [62]. The method was implemented in multi-agent
setting with discrete control, though the deployment framework of this safe controller was not clearly explained.
Furthermore, this method claims improved performance in terms of smooth trajectory in double merging scenario with
safety guarantees based on hard constraints in the policy. However, empirical data was not presented to prove the claims
as the experiment involves proprietary software and data [62].

4.2.2 Distributional RL

A typical RL algorithm learns a value function to maximise the expected reward from a given state or transition
(state-to-action mapping), whereas distributional RL learns the distribution of the value function [63]. Distributional
RL can be used to achieve safety if safety constraints can be integrated as a distributional constraint. For example,
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Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) is a risk metric that can be used to define safety constraints, especially in financial
systems [53]. Ma et al. integrated distributional RL and soft ACN to develop a safe RL [64]. An RL controller designed
using the proposed distributional soft actor-critic (DSAC) method was evaluated in gym environments such as MoJuCo
tasks. Since the method uses ACN, it supports continuous control. Furthermore, the RL agent was evaluated in a
single-agent environment, however, it can also be extended to MAS. Furthermore, this method was demonstrated using
tasks from MoJuCo and Box2d with physical constraints, however, authors claim that DSAC can accommodate complex
safety constraints as well.

Another Safe Distributional Policy Optimisation (SDPO) framework, developed by Zhang et al., allows formulation of
safety constraints based on variance, probability of reaching unsafe states, and CVaR [53]. SDPO outperforms state-
of-the-art optimisation algorithms in the safety gym, which is a tool to evaluate the safe exploration of RL. Although
SDPO was demonstrated in a single agent, it is applicable for multi-agent systems. Furthermore, the optimisation
method also supports both continuous and discrete action spaces. Overall, SDPO can provide up to level II safety; as
the safety bounds are formulated based on the distribution of the value function, it cannot guarantee safety.

4.2.3 Hamilton-Jacobi Reachability

Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) reachability is one more way to define the safe states for the controllers. This method uses a
pre-computed guaranteed safe set and a safety override controller to keep the system within the safe set [65]. Fisac et al.
provides one possible way of integrating the HJ reachability analysis with temporal difference algorithms to build a
safe RL controller [66]. This method ensures that a controller stays in safe states while exploring the environment to
optimise its policy. As the method focuses on state-wise safety analysis, it can be applied to controllers with continuous
or discrete action spaces. HJ reachability, however, involves complex computations, which limits its applicability to
high dimensional systems such as CAV driving.

To simplify the computations, Herbert et al. apply HJ reachability analysis for RL with simplified formulations to
speed up calculations [65]. These formulations were evaluated using a single-agent simulation of a 10D near-hover
quadcopter. Moreover, the HJ reachability was integrated with soft AC, hence it is applicable to controllers with a
continuous action set. Overall, HJ reachability can ensure level III safety in an environment with uncertainties.

4.3 Stability Supervisors

One more way to ensure safety of CAV controllers is by having an external supervisor. A supervisor can assess the safety
of a given state and certify that it is safe. Such supervisors are called stability certificates, as these safety certificates can
be used to stay in the stable (i.e. safe) state set. Another kind of stability supervisors defines a boundary for a set of
safe states, which may lead the system to equilibrium state. Such a bounded set of states can be defined as Region of
Attraction (ROA). This section reviews these types of stability supervisors in turns.

4.3.1 Stability Certificates

To ensure safe learning, a state can be explored based on its stability certificate. Stability certificates evaluate if the state
is safe. Such stability certificates can be developed by encoding safety constrains using some of the tools from control
theory.

In the field of control theory, one of the well-known ways to evaluate the stability of a system is the Lyapunov
constraint. To identify the boundary of safe states, a Lyapunov function can be formulated as a Neural Network (NN),
as demonstrated by Richards et. al. [67]. This method claims to identify the largest possible subset of states that are
safe and can be used for exploration of the RL. Furthermore, the Lyapunov NN is designed to allow the possibility
of learning efficiently, while ensuring level III safety. As the method certifies the safety of state, it can be applied to
both centralised and decentralised deployments. Lyapunov stability is therefore a potentially promising method to
ensure safety of RL, however, it has only been demonstrated in simple single-agent simulation of inverted pendulum
with continuous action. It may therefore be challenging to extend this method to ensure its applicability for large-scale
application such as CAV controllers.

According to Jin et al., another way to implement a stability certification can be regulating the partial derivatives of
the policy with respect to the input parameters [68]. Based on a set of numerical bounds on partial gradients of the
policy, a set of policies is pre-defined as "safe sets". These bounds are defined in such a way that the stability of the
systems is guaranteed, as long as the policy stays within the safe set. Contrary to other stability certification methods,
this method is applicable to large-scale systems as well. This method was demonstrated to achieve stability with level
III safety in systems such as coordinated flight formation and frequency regulation of the power system. Additionally,
this stability certification is applicable to decentralised multi-agent control systems with continuous actions. Evaluating
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Table 3: Summary of safety methods for RL controllers

Safety Methods Reference
Multi-
agent
Env.

Control parame-
ters Deployment Safety

Shielding Pre-shielding [55] No Continuous Decentralised Level II
[54] No Discrete Decentralised Level II

Post-shielding [56] No Continuous Decentralised Level III
[57] Yes Continuous Centalised Level III
[58] No Continuous Decentralised Level III
[59] Yes Continuous Decentralised Level III

RL
Customisation Constrained RL [61] No Continuous Decentralised Level II

[62] Yes Discrete Not Specified Level II
Distributional
RL [64] No Continuous Decentralised Level II

[53] No Continuous Decentralised Level II
HJ Reachability [66] No Continuous Decentralised Level III

[65] No Continuous Decentralised Level III

Stability
Supervisor

Stability
Certificates

[67] No Continuous Centralised Level III

[68] Yes Continuous Decentralised Level III
Region of
Attraction

[69] No Continuous Decentralised Level III

safety based on partial derivatives of a policy might be one of the simplest ways to enable safe lane changing in CAVs.
It may, however, be computationally complex as CAV traffic can be much more complex than the systems evaluated in
the above method.

4.3.2 Region of Attraction

According to control theory, ROA is a set of states from which a system can converge asymptotically to a fixed point x∗,
which defines the equilibrium of a closed loop system [15]. Accurately defining x∗ is a challenging task, especially
in complex dynamic systems. Zhou et al. define a computationally effective learning framework based on ROA [69].
Using ROA, a predefined corrective controller is used to move the system towards the ROA if the system reaches
towards the edges of ROA, otherwise a learning-based controller is used to improve the performance of the controller.
Since this method uses an external stability supervisor, in multi-agent setup it can be implemented either in a centralised
or decentralised framework. To demonstrate this method, single-agent inverted pendulum simulation and a quadcopter
flight with continuous control were used. By definition, the use of ROA can guarantee level III safety. This method,
however, does not ensure safety in the learning phase as the proposed controller requires visiting unsafe states to learn
them. Thus it requires careful training in simulations for its adaptation to CAVs.

4.4 Limitations

In general, the safety methods reviewed in the previous subsections can ensure safety level II and above, however, some
research gaps can be observed between the safety methods summarised in Table 3 and the CAV controller requirements
presented in Table 1. To compare these tables, only the relevant parameters from the requirements table are used:
support for multi-agent environment, continuous control parameters, scalable deployment, and high level of safety
guarantees.

From Table 3, it can be observed that only few of the safety methods have demonstrated safety in multi-agent
environment. Although other methods may be extendable to multi-agent systems, it is likely to require a significant
effort to reformulate them and evaluate their applicability in the CAV context.

Conversely, most of the safety methods satisfy the requirement of supporting continuous control parameters. Moreover,
some of the methods that use discrete parameters can be extended to continuous controls by modifying the definition
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of safety constraints [54]. Therefore, the requirements for control parameters may not be a significant variable when
choosing a safety method for the lane change controller.

As most of the safety methods are applied in a single-agent system, they can be deployed as in either a centralised or
decentralised framework in multi-agent systems. The implementation of these methods in a decentralised framework,
however, is complicated. For example, the HJ reachability analysis is computationally complex for a single-agent, and
is likely to be more complex and difficult to solve in the multi-agent case. Hence, the scalability of these safety methods
is yet to be analysed when they are applied in multi-agent scenarios.

Although the safety methods presented can ensure level II safety and above, they require accurate formalisation of the
safety constraints. In complex applications such as CAV driving, it could be challenging to formulate safety constraints
[18]. Therefore, a critical analysis of the compatibility of these safety methods with CAV motion controllers is necessary
to integrate them.

While some safety methods have been implemented in AVs, one of them does not consider MAS [58], whereas another
multi-agent safety method only considers discrete control parameters [54]. Therefore, they do not fulfil the criteria
of CAV motion controller requirements. In contrast, two safety methods are a close match to the requirements. The
first is a CBF-based safety method implemented for a decentralised MAS [59]. In this safety method, constraints are
formulated for a simple simulation of two agents. Therefore, extending them to the CAV domain can be a challenging
task [18] and would require in-depth analysis to formulate a CBF function. The second safety method is a stability
supervisor which regulates partial derivatives of a policy to ensure safety [68]. This method is computationally simple
and adaptable to large scale systems, however, it requires pre-defining the constraints to define a set of safe policies.
The applicability of such predefined safe policies in the CAV context must be further investigated.

5 Challenges and Opportunities

Designing safe CAV controllers requires combining knowledge from the fields of motion control, CAVs, RL, and safe
control (Figure 2). In particular, a set of requirements are identified in Table 1. To our knowledge, existing MARL CAV
motion controllers and safety methods do not meet these requirements because of many challenges. These challenges
present further opportunities.

One of the challenges of applying MARL to CAV motion control is the practicality of assumptions. In particular, the
CAV motion controllers reviewed in this paper use MARL for high-level lane change control, i.e. making discrete lane
change decisions and controlling acceleration. To practically employ such high-level controllers in a CAV, a low-level
lane change controller with continuous steering control is required. Moreover, assumptions on the model of surrounding
vehicles in mixed traffic must incorporate variability in making driving decisions similar to human drivers. These
dynamics can be designed as part of the multi-agent environment using a formal framework, such as the framework
developed by Helleboogh et al., to allow training a safe and robust MARL agent [36]. Another impractical assumption
is the consideration of specific driving scenarios, which limits the controller from further practical application. To
overcome this limitation, MARL-based controller needs to be developed to perform lane changes in all scenarios.
Although these considerations may increase the complexity controller, they could improve the applicability of the
MARL controllers in a real vehicle.

The lack of safety guarantees is another major challenge with the application of MARL to CAV controllers. The
state-of-the-art MARL controllers, reviewed in Section 3, improve the efficiency of lane changes, however, they only
encourage safety (level I) through the reward function. To ensure safety, control theory-based safety methods can be
integrated with MARL. This integration may uncover new challenges and opportunities for the development of safe and
efficient CAV motion controllers.

Another challenge in integrating existing safety methods with MARL is computational complexity. Existing safety
methods are integrated with RL in simplified environments, in both single-agent and multi-agent environments. However,
in more complex systems, formulating safety constraints can be challenging, which might limit the applicability of some
safety methods. Two safety methods, multi-agent CBF [59] and stability supervisor [68], stand out, as they comply
with the requirements of the CAV motion controllers presented in Table 1. These methods provide feasible options for
the integration of MARL-based CAV controllers. Furthermore, they are likely to expose more challenges. For example,
achieving coordination among CAVs may be difficult, as safety methods also influence driving decisions. Such external
influence may also affect the convergence of MARL-based CAV controllers. Hence, the integration of safety methods
with MARL requires further analysis to evaluate their applicability to CAV controllers.

In a nutshell, MARL-based CAV motion controllers improve the efficiency of CAVs. However, it does not guarantee
vehicle safety, which is one of the primary requirements of vehicle controllers. Safety methods, on the other hand,
ensure the safety of RL agents in simplified simulations or control tasks only. Therefore, an open research challenge is to
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design a safe MARL for CAV motion controllers that is practical and ensures safety level III to achieve the requirements
of the MARL motion controllers specified in Table 1.
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